
 
 
 
Oban, Lorn and the Isles 
 
Fraud Prevention and Awareness 

Our popular and educational Scam Savvy Quiz inputs have continued across the reporting period with 
particular focus being given to our island communities who are reliant on internet shopping and 
communication. These inputs have been provided to the residents of Tiree and Coll where officers joined 
the Living Well Network and hosted a fraud prevention workshop as part of the wider partnership 
awareness day. These talks continue to be available for any community group or local organisations 
including community councils.  
 

      

One of the most common scams we continue to see across Oban, Lorn and the Isles has been around 
Sextortion. This almost wholly is targeted to young males (under 30 years of age). Sextortion is sexual 
extortion. It involves the threat of having sexual information, photos or videos shared. This is done to get 
money from the victim, to control behaviour or to pressure them for further images.  Many sextortions start 
with seemingly harmless flirting on social media or dating sites. Criminals are experts at creating fake 
profiles that appear genuine. Flirtatious conversations quickly turn sexual and the victim is actively 
encouraged to remove clothing, perform a sexual act on camera or share explicit images. These images 
and videos are often recorded without the victim’s knowledge and then can be held to ransom. The 
criminals will often have already accessed your social media contacts and will threaten to share these 
images with them unless you comply with their demands. As young males are being told their images will 
be shared with everyone they know, this is having an impact on their mental health with victims often 
feeling embarrassed and ashamed they are often keeping themselves isolated rather than reporting to 
Police and reaching our for support. Police Scotland would encourage everyone to share awareness 
around this either through social media, newsletters or in conversation with young males you know. If any 
members have ideas or suggestions on how we can help education young males on the risk involved with 
this type of offence. 



 

Bereavement Support 

Local officers meet people affected by bereavement as part of their daily role. Officers are now able to 
provide family and friends of deceased person with a full support pack which has practice advice and 
emotional support contacts. Working with Argyll and Bute Registrars, NHS Highland Chaplaincy, Argyll and 
Bute Citizens Advice Bureau, Change Mental Health and Cruse Bereavement, packs provide those 
suffering from bereavement with advice they can look at when they are ready to and aims to reduce 
distress.  
 

 



 
Road Safety 

Following a fatality on the Argyll road network involving a towing vehicle, a series of Safe Towing videos 
have been produced and shared via our social media channels. This follows a change in legislation around 
driving licence requirements for those towing trailers, caravans, boat trailers and horseboxes. Police 
Scotland worked with a DVSA approved assessor in Campbeltown to produce these videos. These aim to 
help people understand legal towing limits, hitching, unhitching and safety checks.  
 
A Partnership Approach to Road Safety group is being formed with representation from across West 
Dunbartonshire and Argyll and Bute. This group will focus on locations of concern and key contributing 
factors from road traffic collisions where someone has been killed or seriously injured to enable us to 
prioritise education and enforcement towards key locations or demographics.  
 


